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- Interface to LHAPDF or other external PDF 
libraries. 

- External showers via VINCIA 
- Les Houches Accord files for reading events 

(LHEF) or runtime LHA interface. 
- Semi-internal processes for programs like 

Madgraph5. 
- HepMC output for programs like RIVET, Delphes 

etc. 
- Can be compiled as a plugin to ROOT. 
- Generalised SLHA input for any BSM model.

Many interfaces to external programs:



Today’s tutorial: 

Download and install, useful options for compilation 
Read in and shower from LHE files 
Write HepMC files 
Manipulate decay table (SLHA, direct) 
Event history in Py6 format 
Use internal processes (e.g. SUSY) 
MLM matching 



./configure --enable-shared \
 --with-hepmc2=/Users/nishita/Code/HepMC/ \
 --with-fastjet3=/Users/nishita/Code/ \
 --with-root=/Users/nishita/Code/root \
 --with-lhapdf5=/Users/nishita/Code/

For all configure options ./configure --help

make

make install (if you used --prefix=/installation/path/)

 Download and install, useful options for compilation



The combined particle is always classified with code 23, however. So generate events
and study the �

⇤
/Z0 mass and p? distributions. Then restrict to a more “Z0-like”

mass range with PhaseSpace:mHatMin = 75. and PhaseSpace:mHatMax = 120.

• Use a jet clustering algorithm, e.g. one of the SlowJet options described in Ap-
pendix B.2, to study the number of jets found in association with the Z0 above.
You can switch o↵ Z0 decay with 23:mayDecay = no, and negate its status code by
pythia.event[iZ].statusNeg(), so that it will not be included in the jet finding.
Here iZ is the last copy of the Z0, cf. how the last top copy was found above. Again
check the importance of FSR/ISR/MPI.

Note that the Pythia homepage contains two further tutorials, in addition to older
editions of the current one. These share some of the introductory material, but then put
the emphasis on two specific areas:

• a merging tutorial, showing the step-by-step construction of a relevant main pro-
gram, and more details on possible merging approaches than found in Section 6 of
the current manual; and

• a BSM tutorial, describing how you can input events from Beyond-the-Standard-
model scenarios into Pythia.

A The Event Record

The event record is set up to store every step in the evolution from an initial low-
multiplicity partonic process to a final high-multiplicity hadronic state, in the order that
new particles are generated. The record is a vector of particles, that expands to fit the
needs of the current event (plus some additional pieces of information not discussed here).
Thus event[i] is the i’th particle of the current event, and you may study its properties
by using various event[i].method() possibilities.

The event.list() listing provides the main properties of each particles, by column:

• no, the index number of the particle (i above);

• id, the PDG particle identity code (method id());

• name, a plaintext rendering of the particle name (method name()), within brackets
for initial or intermediate particles and without for final-state ones;

• status, the reason why a new particle was added to the event record (method
status());

• mothers and daughters, documentation on the event history (methods mother1(),
mother2(), daughter1() and daughter2());

• colours, the colour flow of the process (methods col() and acol());

• p x, p y, p z and e, the components of the momentum four-vector (p
x

, p

y

, p

z

, E), in
units of GeV with c = 1 (methods px(), py(), pz() and e());

• m, the mass, in units as above (method m()).

For a complete description of these and other particle properties (such as production and
decay vertices, rapidity, p?, etc), open the program’s online documentation in a browser
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3.1.1 QNUMBERS

The SLHA file should contain a QNUMBERS block [9] for each state not already associated with
an ID code (a.k.a. PDG code, see [1,11] for a list) in Pythia 8. For a hypothetical electrically
neutral colour-octet self-conjugate fermion (a.k.a. a gluino) that we wish to assign the code
7654321 and the name “balleron”, the structure of this block should be

BLOCK QNUMBERS 7654321 # balleron
1 0 # 3 times electric charge
2 2 # number of spin states (2S+1)
3 8 # colour rep (1: singlet, 3: triplet, 6: sextet, 8: octet)
4 0 # Particle/Antiparticle distinction (0=own anti)

For a non-selfconjugate particle, separate names can be given for the particle and its
antiparticle. For a heavy up-type quark,

BLOCK QNUMBERS 8765432 # yup yupbar
1 2 # 3 times electric charge
2 2 # number of spin states (2S+1)
3 3 # colour rep (1: singlet, 3: triplet, 6: sextet, 8: octet)
4 1 # Particle/Antiparticle distinction (0=own anti)

Note that the name(s) given after the # mark in the block definition are optional and
entirely up to the user. If present, they will be used, e.g., when printing out event records
with Pythia’s event.list() method.

The SM quantum numbers given in the QNUMBERS blocks are required by Pythia 8 for
QED and QCD showering, and for colour-flow tracing. (Currently, Pythia does not make
use of the spin information.) As a rule, we advise to avoid clashes with existing ID codes,
to the extent possible in the implementation. A useful rule of thumb is to only assign codes
higher than 3 million to new states, though one should be careful not to choose numbers
larger than a 32-bit computer integer can contain, which puts a cap at ∼ 2 billion.

3.1.2 MASS

The file should also contain the SLHA block MASS, which must, as a minimum, contain one
entry for each new state, in the form

BLOCK MASS
# ID code pole mass in GeV

7654321 800.0 # m(balleron)
8765432 600.0 # m(yup)

In principle, the block can also contain entries for SM particles. Here, some caution and
common sense must be applied, however. Allowing SLHA spectra to change hadron and/or
light-quark masses in Pythia 8 is strongly discouraged, as these parameters are used by the
parton-shower and hadronization models. Changing the b-quark mass, for instance, should
ideally be accompanied by a retuning of the b fragmentation parameters. Since this is not the
sort of question a BSM phenomenology study would normally address, by default, therefore,
Pythia 8 tries to protect against unintentional overwriting of the SM sector via the flag
SLHA:keepSM, which is on by default. To be more specific, this flag causes particle data
(including decay tables, see below) for ID codes in the ranges 1 – 24 and 81 – 999,999 to be
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particle ID particle name

anti-particle name
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ignored. Notably this includes Z0 (ID 23), W± (ID 24), and t (ID 6). The SM Higgs (ID 25),
however, may still be modified by the SLHA input, as may other particles with ID codes in
the range 25 – 80 and beyond 1,000,000. If you switch off this flag then also SM particles are
modified by SLHA input.

Alternatively, the parameter SLHA:minMassSM, with default value 100.0 GeV, can be spec-
ified to allow any particle with ID code below 1,000,000 to be modified, if its default mass in
Pythialies below some threshold value, given by this parameter. The default value of 100.0
allows SLHA input to modify the top quark, but not, e.g., the Z0 and W± bosons.

3.1.3 DECAY

The file may also include one or more SLHA decay tables [12]. New BSM particles without
decay tables will be treated as stable by Pythia 8. For coloured states, this may result in
errors at the hadronization stage, and/or in the possibly unintentional production of so-called
R-hadrons [25], with a reasonably generic model for the latter available in Pythia 8 [26]. On
the other hand, a redefinition of Pythia’s treatment of the decays of SM particles, like Z0 and
W± may be undesirable, since Pythia’s internal treatment is normally more sophisticated
(discussed briefly in sec. 2.4). Thus, again, caution and common sense is advised when
processing (B)SM particles through Pythia, with the protection parameters SLHA:keepSM

and SLHA:minMassSM described above also active for decay tables. An option for overriding the
automatic read-in of decay tables is also provided, by setting the flag SLHA:useDecayTable

= false.
The format for decay tables is [12]

# ID WIDTH in GeV
DECAY 7654321 2.034369169E+00 # balleron decays
# BR NDA ID1 ID2 ID3

9.900000000E-01 3 6 5 3 # BR( -> t b s )
1.000000000E-02 3 4 5 3 # BR( -> c b s )

Note that the branching ratios (BRs) must sum up to unity, hence zeroing individual
BRs is not a good way of switching modes off. Instead, Pythia 8 is equipped to interpret a
negative BR as a mode which is desired switched off for the present run, but which should be
treated as having the corresponding positive BR for purposes of normalization.

Finally, a note of warning on double counting. This may occur if a particle can decay via
an intermediate on-shell resonance. An example is H0 → q1q̄2q3q̄4 which may proceed via
H0 → WW followed by W → qq̄′. If branching ratios for bothH0 → WW andH0 → q1q̄2q3q̄4
are included, each with their full partial width, a double counting of the on-shell H0 → WW
contribution would result. (This would also show up as branching ratios summing to a value
greater than unity.) Such cases should be dealt with consistently, e.g., by subtracting off the
on-shell contributions from the H0 → q1q̄2q3q̄4 partial width.

3.2 Accessing the Information from a Semi-Internal Process

Already the original SLHA1 [12] allowed for the possibility to create user-defined blocks, be-
yond those defined by the accord itself. The only requirement is obviously that the block
names already defined in the accord(s) should not be usurped. The SLHA interface in
Pythia 8 will store the contents of all blocks, both standard and user-defined ones, as internal
vectors of strings.
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particle name



 Read in and shower from LHE files 
 Write HepMC files 
 Modify decays

Examples: main11, main41 -> main101 
Add to Makefile
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List of internal processes - I

‣  BSM Higgses (2HDM) 
Also has anomalous Higgs couplings for EFT-inspired analyses; 
addition of new parameter for mixing in 

‣ Fourth generation quarks (t’, b’) 
‣ New Gauge Bosons (Z’, W’, R0) 
‣ Left-Right symmetric models 
‣ Leptoquarks 
‣ Compositeness  

6 new processes added: excited leptons and neutrinos; Z’ can 
now decay into excited fermions.

h ! ⌧+⌧�
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List of internal processes - II

L. Carloni and T. Sjöstrand, JHEP 1009 (2010) 105

L. Carloni, J. Rathsman and T. Sjöstrand, JHEP 1104 (2011) 091

- Extra dimensions: 
Randall-Sundrum 
Universal ED  
Large ED 
Unparticles

- Hidden valleys 
Showering and hadronisation 
in the presence of hidden gauge group

Hidden Valley (Secluded Sector) – 1BSM Physics 3: Hidden Valley (Secluded Sector)
What if new gauge groups at low energy scales, hidden by
potential barrier or weak couplings? (M. Strassler & K. Zurek, . . . )

Complete framework implemented in PYTHIA:
� New gauge group either Abelian U(1) or non-Abelian SU(N)

� 3 alternative production mechanisms
1) massive Z�: qq � Z� � qvqv
2) kinetic mixing: qq � � � �v � qvqv
3) massive Fv charged under both SM and hidden group

� Interleaved shower in
QCD, QED and HV sectors:
add qv � qv�v (and Fv)
or qv � qvgv, gv � gvgv,
which gives recoil effects
also in visible sector

L. Carloni & TS, JHEP 09 (2010) 105;
L. Carloni, J. Rathsman & TS, JHEP 04 (2011) 091
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Supersymmetry

6x6 squark/slepton matrices allow processes 
with: CP/Flavour/R-parity violation 

Can handle extra Higgses/higgsinos from 
NMSSM 

Cross sections: All pair production (MSSM) is 
now validated 



Event history in Py6 format (main102) 
Read in initialisation at run-time, use internal processes


